
TRYING TO FIGURE OUT WHAT TO WRITE ABOUT

No one wants to know more about what happens when Bigfoot goes If you're struggling to figure out what to write, the
simple answer is to.

What can you share from your own journey that might help others? Write about or teach those techniques or
solutions. Your ball python is now a used car salesman. Pick three exceptionally frustrating situations from the
past few years of your life. What types of questions do they ask you? What ideas prompt you to comment
when you read about them in someone else's blog? Instead of losing that contest, you won. And yet, if you
really want to feel like being a writer is enhancing the quality of your life? As the years unfolded, I noticed a
pattern: The most significant growth for my writers happened when skill-building practice intersected with
personal topics that guided writers into better knowing their true selves. LinkedIn4 When you're stuck on what
to write, or what to teach, it's rarely because you actually lack good topics or enough knowledgeâ€¦ even
though that's the conclusion most of us draw when we have trouble coming up with a topic. The most
important thing to remember is that you are infinitely more helpful than you realize. What kinds of support or
techniques for dealing with stuff did you use and find helpfulâ€”or did you use and find completely unhelpful?
Invent a story for someone you encounter in your daily life. Start noticing the ideas and themes that seem to
pop up a lot for you. Have you ever wondered about the story behind a song? What types of problems do you
solve even if they're never explicitly asked? Even if the list seems really unconnected when you first make it,
come back to it after a few days and look at it again. You waste valuable writing time beating yourself up
about not producing anything special, so eventually you produce nothing at all. We have a natural tendency to
anthropomorphize animals by imagining or assuming they have human characteristics, so take it to the
extreme. The Internet is full of writing prompts for people who need story inspiration. Disappointment and
despair come to sit at your side, shaking their heads at your woeful work. And those ideas end up being
incredibly usefulâ€¦ we just didn't see them at first. Think of the conversations you have with your clients.
Techniques for mining your treasure trove of topic ideas 1. What bits of wisdom and flashes of insight are
tucked inside those? You have this idea of a story in your head, glowing and golden and wonderful, and as
soon as you try to set it down on the page, it turns into something plodding, gray, and feeble. They will see
that title and make that subterranean connection. Fun, imaginative prompts are great for jump-starting
creativity or unsticking your voice. How is life different? You're more knowledgeable and useful than you
think. Writing becomes an aid for our own healing, self-actualization and pursuit of happiness. Write a
backstory for the barista who always draws a lopsided heart in the foam of your soy latte. Ask people on
Twitter or Facebook, or on a forum you frequent, or on LinkedIn what questions they've got for you about
what you do. What made them frustrating, and what did you figure out that helped the frustration to ease?
Either way, they're a rich topic resource. The answers you give and solutions you figure out are great topics
for articles, classes, and even information products or classes. What kinds of ideas do you find yourself
discussing when you work with a client? What draws you to the novel is inevitably what draws the reader in.
Instead of moving away from your teenage girlfriend or boyfriend your sophomore year, you stayed.


